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Adjusting the Clasp
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Remove one end of the watch band

Lift up the safety clasp.

away from the other band.
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Release Clip

Position Clasp

Secure Clip

Using a small head screwdriver, unlock

Slide the clasp to the desired position

Flip the metal clip back down to lock it

the metal clip on the watch clasp by

on the watch band.

into place.

open by flipping it.

Adjusting the Watch Band

DEPLOYANT BUCKLE
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Side View

Push the 2 clasp buttons on the at the

Pull the pin down from the buckle

Insert the watch band through the

same time to release the clasp buckle.

clip.

buckle clip and adjust to the desired
length.

To wear and remove the watch each time
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Clip the pin back to lock the band.
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Put on the watch and fold both ends

Simply push the side clasp buttons

And fold both ends of the clasp back

of the clasp back down until they lock

to release the clasp.

down until they lock into place.

into place.
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DATE AND TIME
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Crown at Position 2:
Date adjustment by turning the
crown. Date adjustable by turning
the crown clockwise or counter
clockwise.
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Seconds Hand
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Date Adjustment

Crown at Position 3:
Time adjustment by turning the
crown clockwise or counterclockwise.

Three Hands with Date & Day
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Winding
Time
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Crown at Position 1:
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Crown at Position 2:

Adjustment

Hand winding.

Turn the crown counter-clockwise
to set the date. Turn the crown

Hour Hand

clockwise very slowly to set the
day.
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Crown at Position 3:
Time adjustment by turning the
crown clockwise or counterclockwise.
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Day/Date Adjustment

Multieyes with Retrograde Date & Day Function
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Crown at Position 2:
Turn the crown counter-clockwise
to set the date. Turn the crown
clockwise very slowly to set the
day.
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Crown at Position 3:
Time adjustment by turning the
crown clockwise or counter-
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Date / Date Adjustment

The 24 Hour subdial moves in
sync with adjustments in time.

Time and Date Setting

AUTOMATIC WATCH

If you have purchased or have been gifted an Automatic watch from James
McCabe, congratulations.
An automatic timepiece is a marvel of hand made engineering and timekeeping
artistry. Using nothing but kinetic energy generated by the everyday movements
of your wrist, the movement inside the watch will self-power through the winding
of the mainspring from the fluctuating position of the rotor which you can see
through your watch caseback.
While the automatic watch never needs batteries and should provide a lifetime of
timekeeping, a little care and attention is needed in general handling.
If you find that your watch has stopped moving, you will likely have to wind the
mainspring manually.
To restart your watch:
•

Wind the crown of your watch clockwise (or away from you) at least 8 or 9
times while the crown is flush to the case.

•

You should start to see the seconds hand move

•

Gently shake your watch as to give the rotor inside a good spin, which will
then happen automatically as you wear the watch.

Note: The watch must be worn for at least eight hours each day to ensure it is
fully wound. Winding the watch by the crown will put power on the spring but
not enough to allow the watch to function fully. If your watch stops overnight or
loses time it means it is not being fully wound.
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AUTOMATIC WATCH
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Crown at Position 1:
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Crown at Position 2:

Hour Hand

Hand-winding.

Date adjustment by turning the
crown counter-clockwise.
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Crown at Position 3:
Time adjustment by turning
the crown clockwise or counterclockwise.
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Date Adjustment

Three Hands with Date & Day
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Time Adjustment
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Crown at Position 2:
Turn the crown counterclockwise to set the date. Turn
the crown clockwise very slowly
to set the day.
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Hour Hand

Time adjustment by turning
the crown clockwise or
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Date & Date

Crown at Position 3:

Date Adjustment

24 Hours Hand and a Small Second
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Crown at Position 1:
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Crown at Position 2:

Hand Winding

Hand-winding.

Time adjustment by turning the
crown clockwise or counterclockwise.

Hour Hand
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24 Hour Hand

The 24 Hour hand moves linked
with the centre hour hand and
minute hand.

1
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Seconds Hand

Time Adjustment
Small Second

Note: The watch must be worn for at least eight hours each day to ensure it is
fully wound.
An automatic watch will only wind when the watch is on your wrist and your arm
moves. Winding the watch by the crown will put power on the spring but not
enough to allow the watch to function fully.
If your watch stops overnight or loses time it means it is not being fully wound.
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PHOTOGRAPHING
YOUR WATCH
Share your McCabe timepiece via Instagram. We celebrate individualism and
self-expression. Put your own spin and viewpoint of your McCabe and tag us
@mccabewatches and #mccabewatches.

Tips from our Photography Team

TRICKS OF THE
TRADE
Experimentation is key.
Think outside the box and take photos from unusual angles. Take shots from
below, or place the timepiece in different environments. Then edit the images
down to one stunning shot.
Good Lighting makes a huge difference.
Whether it’s sunset, a bright summers day, or if you use a lamp at home, lighting
the timepieces correctly will emphasis the craftsmanship and beauty of the
timepiece. Our in-house team use a low light filter to capture the detail of the
watch with a subtle shine on the metal.
Hashtag #mccabewatches
Tag us @mccabewatches

Get the Most From The James McCabe Experience

REGISTERING YOUR
WATCH

By registering your McCabe Timepiece you ensure a level of communication
and tracking to make aftersales easier. You also join a select list of discerning
customers who can avail of special offers and experiences.

